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Abstract
In recent years, collaborative filtering (CF) methods are important and widely accepted techniques are available for
recommender systems. One of these techniques is user based that produces useful recommendations based on the
similarity by the ratings of likeminded users. However, these systems suffer from several inherent shortcomings such as
data sparsity and cold start problems. With the development of social network, trust measure introduced as a new
approach to overcome the CF problems. On the other hand, trust-aware recommender systems are techniques to make
use of trust statements and user personal data in social networks to improve the accuracy of rating prediction for cold
start users. In addition, clustering-based recommender systems are other kind of systems that to be efficient and scalable
to large-scale data sets but these systems suffer from relatively low accuracy and especially coverage too. Therefore to
address these problems, in this paper we proposed a multi-view clustering based on Euclidean distance by combination
both similarity view and trust relationships that is including explicit and implicit trusts. In order to analyze the
effectiveness of the proposed method we used the real-world FilmTrust dataset. The experimental results on this data sets
show that our approach can effectively improve both the accuracy and especially coverage of recommendations as well
as in the cold start problem.
Keywords: cold start, coverage, accuracy, trust-aware recommender system, multi-view clustering.

1. Introduction
Recommender systems have been created to
provide a list of items suitable for user that rely on the
opinions of individuals, to find information of interest
to them [1, 2]. Many kinds of methods have been
proposed for recommender systems, but collaborative
filtering (CF) is one of the most well-known
techniques [3, 4]. The essence of CF-based
recommender systems is to discover similar users
based on their rating profiles therefore Similarity
* Corresponding author. Email: sasan.h.alizadeh@qiau.ac.ir

plays an important role in CF techniques. Although
CF-based recommender systems gained popularity
due to its simplicity, however it suffers from data
sparsity and cold start [4, 5]. To better model user
preferences for the cold-start users who only rated a
few items and sparsity problem, additional user
information is often adopted. Comparing with
membership and friendship, trust information is of
less ambiguity and more relevant to user similarity;
therefore formally, trust is strongly and positively
correlated with user similarity. Hence trust is able to
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mitigate the issues of traditional CF such as data
sparsity and cold start [4-8].Research has shown that
people prefer recommendations from friends to those
made by recommender systems. Massa and Avesani
[6] analyze the drawbacks of conventional CF-based
recommender systems, and elaborate the rationale
why incorporating trust can mitigate those problems.
They propose Mole Trust algorithm, which performs
depth-first search, to propagate and infer trust in the
trust networks. Guo et al. [4] proposed a novel
method to incorporate trusted neighbors into
traditional collaborative filtering techniques. They
merge the ratings of trusted neighbors in order to form
a new and more complete rating profile for the active
users, aiming to resolve the cold start and data
sparsity problems from CF suffer. On the other hand
Ma et al. [9] propose a social trust ensemble method
that linearly combines a social trust and a basic matrix
factorization approach. This method is developed by
Jamali and Ester [10] their approach focused on
where trust propagation is enabled in the social
networks.
In
conclusion,
trust-aware
recommendations can improve the performance of CF
recommender systems; in this regard trust is able to
provide an effective view of user preference in
addition to similarity.
On the other hand, while confirmed to be efficient
and scalable clustering-based approaches to largescale data sets, but clustering-based recommendation
have not been widely exploited in recommender
systems.
Most previous researches focused on clustering
users from the view of similarity. For example Sarwar
et al. [11] base the neighborhood formation on the
clustering the members by applying the bisecting kmeans algorithm to cluster users in cluster-based
recommendation. Finally, they find that in their
method the accuracy is decreased around 5% in
comparison with the KNN CF method. On the other
hand Bellogìn and Parapar [12] show that the

accuracy can be improved and even outperform the
other Collaborative Filtering approaches by applying
more advanced clustering method.
Therefore
previous
research
shows
that
recommendation based on clustering approaches from
similarity view, suffer from comparatively low
accuracy; furthermore Coverage remains an
unresolved issue too.
In this regard, this paper focuses on the
development of a clustering-based approach based on
both social trust relationships and similarity based on
rating patterns. We adopt the trust as ‘‘one’s belief
regarding the ability of other trustee users in
providing valuable ratings’’. Whereas, recommender
system based on clustering suffer from relatively low
accuracy and coverage. Therefore to cope with the
above-mentioned issues, we develop a multi-view
clustering approach by making use of both the view of
similarity and the view of social trust based on
Euclidean distance. In multi-view clustering approach
user with different views integrated with each other in
this regard more users' recommendation can be
selected as an option for other users so directly
coverage can be improved.
On the other hand to ameliorate accuracy
prediction for cold-start users (users who cannot be
clustered due to insufficient data), we proposed a
novel trust-based approach by incorporating the
explicit and implicit trusted neighbors.
In summary, the main contribution of this article is
organized as follows: section 2 gives a brief overview
of trust-aware recommender system. In section 3 we
proposed a multi-view clustering method based on the
views of trust and similarity. The proposed method,
including aggregating trust neighbors and merging the
rating of them, determining the similarity based on
confidence, and rating prediction on a target item is
present in detail in section 4. In section 5 we behave a
series of experiments on film trust real-data set to
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verify the impressiveness of the proposed method.
Finally, some concluding comments are made in
section 6.

2. Trust-Aware Recommender System
Recent research shows that incorporating trust
information in recommender systems improving the
quality of recommendation [4, 6, 7and 13]. Using
trust can efficiently improve the accuracy prediction
of recommender systems in comparison with
traditional CF algorithms [6, 14]. Besides similarity,
other factors like trust also play important role in
providing high quality recommendations. Trust
identify as efficient way to improve the
recommendation quality and utilize the social
network. In this regard various techniques proposed to
employ trust information into the CF approaches
which especially it called trust-aware recommender
system [6, 10, 14, 15]. Trust-aware recommender
system method are divided into two main approaches
containing explicit and implicit [16, 17]. The explicit
trust of the other users is used to calculate the direct
trust value between each pair of users in social
network [16]. The Implicit trust is calculated via
implicit information obtained from a social network
[17]. moreover, the implicit approach makes
inferences from the trust statements between the users
on the base of the item rating [17, 18]. An undefined
trust value is roughly predict based on the supposition
that users nearer in the trust network to the active user
have higher trust value [14]. Finally, trust-aware
recommender systems present opportunity for
recommendations by utilizing users’ trust statements
especially for systems whose rating data is sparse [4,
19].

3.

Multi-view
System
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Clustering

in

Recommender

The clusters analysis is an important research field
in the data mining, the main goal of these algorithms
is to recognize natural groups among thousands of
pattern. So clustering algorithm be able to group
together the users or items with the same properties
[15, 20]. The k-means and k-medoids algorithms are
the most well-known partitioned clustering methods
due to their effectiveness and simplicity [21-23].
Since the k-means produce a cluster center by
averaging all the values of each characteristic, it will
remove significant personal information for instance
trusted neighbors. As a substitute, the k-medoids
clustering algorithm chooses a real user as the
centroid that minimizes the summation of pairwise
distances inside a cluster [22, 24].
The multi-view clustering algorithm was
introduced for the first time by [25] and this method
develop through that rating pattern and social trust by
[26]. The basic idea is to search for clustering in
different subspaces of a user space. Users have two
different kinds of information, namely trust
information (social connections) and ratings
information issued on items of interest for users.
Hence, these types of information describe users from
different views specifically, trust links and rating
patterns (user behaviors) together. In this section, we
intend to cluster users using both ratings and trust
information. Mathematically, the objective function is
given as follows [22]:
J  min 

 d u, v 

cC u , vc

d 2  d s2  d t2

(1)
(2)

Where users u and v are members of cluster, C is a
set of clusters, shows the distance of users u and v
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based on Euclidean distance that calculate by
equation(2). Then the k-medoids algorithm adopts in
order to preserve individuals’ ratings and trust
information. User similarity is used as the distance
metric to measure the closeness of two users; the
Pearson correlation coefficient [1] adopted to
compute user similarity:
S u ,v 

 r  r r  r 
 r  r   r  r 
iI

u ,i

u ,i

u

u

v ,i

2

iI

v ,i

Input: distance matrix Ds, Dt , Sort Trust ; cluster number k
Output: user cluster C

1 p 0
2 disvim  d s2  d t2 

v

2

iI

Algorithm1 multi-view clustering based on Euclidean distance

(3)
3 randomly select k medoids

v

mmedids from dataset Sort Trust

Where denote the similarity between users' u and
v; denote the set of items commonly that are rated by
both users u and v. and finally, the average of ratings
given by users u and v are and , respectively. The

4 C disvim  v , give min d disvim v , m t  ;

user distance is thus computed by equation (4).

7 calculate sum u  

d s  1  Su , v

(4)

Second, distance trust calculate using the trust
information by Mole Trust[6]. The closer two users
are located, the higher trustworthiness the users have.
tu , v 

1
d u,v

(5)

Where , is the dependability of user v relative to
user u, and is the minimum distance between two
users according to the trust network. The trust
distance , is thus computed by equation (6):
d t  1 t u ,v

(6)

And similarity distance , is thus computed by
equation (7):
d s  1 su ,v

(7)

The pseudo code of our multi-view clustering
algorithm is presented in Algorithms 1:

5 while medoids change and < max iteration do
6p  p 1

8 if
9



v

d disvim u , v , v  C

p 1

sumdisvim u   sumdisvim (mdisvim ) then

mdisvim  u

10 C disvim  u for v find m disvim s.t min d d v, m disvim 
11 swapm, u , u  C p1

In Algorithm 1, the rating distance and the trust distance
are combination together via Euclidean distance then
Euclidean distance as inputs to the multi-view clustering
algorithm which outputs the clusters of users.

4. Proposed Method
In

this

paper,

clustering

base

trust-aware

recommender system by using a multi-view clustering
algorithm is proposed. The proposed method consist
of four phases which shown in fig 1. In the first phase,
trust matrix is applied to collection the trust user. This
phase consists of two steps that include: finding
implicit trust also calculates explicit trust by mole
trust. Then obtain the trust distance by both of trust
neighbors. In the second phase, rating matrix is
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applied to earn similarity between users, the Pearson
correlation coefficient adopted is one of the most well
known techniques to compute user similarity, and
therefore we used it. The similarity distance is
computed. Then in the three phases, a multi-view
clustering based on Euclidean distance algorithm is
applied to group the similar user in several clusters by
trust distance and similarity distance. Based on this
new distance, the k-medoids algorithm can be applied
for clustering users that have higher similarity.
Finally, in four phases, for each unseen item, a rate is
predicted for recommendation to the active user.
Prediction is based on the cluster's member rating
and by similarity based on confidence.
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After determination the trustworthy neighbors, all
the ratings of trusted neighbors merged into a single
rating based on the weights of trusted neighbors [4] is
defined as follow:
~
ru , j 




v TN

u

W u , v  rv , j

vTN

(8)

W u ,v

u

That is, ~ru , j is the merged value for user u on item j
based on the ratings of all the trusted neighbors, and
W u ,v

represent the importance weight of user v’s

ratings relation to the user u [4]. The weight

W u ,v is

consisting of three parts: trust value t u ,v , rating
similarity Su,v and social similarity

ju ,v so,

W u ,v is

computed by equation (9):
Wu ,v  Su ,v  tu ,v  1     . ju ,v

(9)

The social similarity is computed by the Jaccard
Index and specified as the ratio of common trusted
neighbors over all the trusted neighbors, by equation
(10):
j u ,v 

TN u  TN v

(10)

TN u  TN v

Where TNu and TNv are the trusted neighbors user
u and v respectively and ju,v (0,1] .
However, the quality or usefulness of the merged
ratings is unknown. Therefore determining the
confidence [27] of the merged ratings by equation
(11):

C u , j  C  p u , j , nu , j  

1

1
2 0

x

pu , j

1  x n

v, j

 1dx

1

 x 1  x 
pu , j

nu , j

(11)

dx

0

Where,
Fig. 1. Overview of proposed method

4.1. Prediction

C u , j  (0,1]

is rating confidence pu ,i and nu ,i

referring to the number of positive and negative rating
which provided by the trusted users.
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In addition to the merged ratings, the confidence is
also important to show the quality of the merged
ratings of trust neighbor. Therefore introduce a
confidence-aware PCC [4] to compute user similarity
in finally prediction, denoted by Su,v :
S u ,v 

Where




i I u , v

i I u , v

c u ,i ~
ru ,i  ru rv ,i  rv 

2
c u2,i ~
ru ,i  ru 

~
I u ,v  I u  I v



i I u , v

r

v ,i

 rv 

2

(12)

refer to the set of items is rated

by both users' u and v after the merging process, and
~
I u consists of the items that rated by at least one
trusted neighbor, ru and rv are the average ratings for
users' u and v respectively, and finally cu ,i is the
confidence measurement.

basic model of trust-aware recommender system
based on Mole Trust [6], and the merge method [4].
5.1. Dataset
In

this

paper,

real-world

FilmTrust

dataset

(trust.mindswap.org/FilmTrust/)
is
used
in
experiments. That consists of 1642 users, 2071
movies. This dataset is a trust-based social site that
users can rate the interested movies besides this site
allows users to share movie ratings and explicitly
specify to other users. The users of FilmTrust website
will be able to review items and assign them numeric
ratings values in the range 0.5 (min) to 4 (max) with
step 0.5. Therefore FilmTrust is a dataset that contain
both the user-item ratings and data of explicit trust
too.

Finally, all the rating's users which pertain to the
multiview clusters are accumulating to produce a final
prediction on a target item j that the active user u has
not rated. So Prediction [4] calculates the average
value of all ratings provided by the nearest neighbors
v weighted via similarity based on confidence Su,v ,

5.2. Evaluation Measures

and formally it computed by:

are covered, finally main value is compared with the
predicted rate obtained by the recommendation
method. In this paper, the evaluation is former by
applying this method on the two data views including
cold start and all user. Then the experimental results
are analyzed according to the accuracy and coverage
measures by Mean Absolute Error (MAE) [12] and
Rating Coverage (RC) [12] respectively. The
evaluation metrics are described as follows:

rˆu , j 




vMV

S u ,v  rvj

vMV

S u ,v

(13)

5. Experiments
In order to verify the performance of the proposed
method, various experiments were performed with
pure multi-view clustering, in addition to a number of
trust-based method in recommender system.
Specifically, the proposed method was compared to
the multi-view by regarding both of trust and
similarity view separately, that the basic model of
multi-view clustering according to similarity and trust
[26], the pure Collaborative Filtering (CF)[3], the

The leave-one-out method mostly is used to
compare two recommendation systems [6].In this
method, in each step user rating is hidden from the
dataset and then its value will be predicted by
applying a definite method up to all the testing ratings

MAE 



n
i 1

ri  r p

(14)

N

Where, is real rating and is predicated rating of
the item, i for the active user. Also, N is the total
number of testing ratings.
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In addition, the rating coverage defined as number
of predictable ratings (M) over the all testing ratings
(N), it given by equation (15):
RC 

M
N

(15)
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paper we used varies the threshold  from 0.0 to 0.9
with step 0.1 to test the performance of the proposed
method based on 3, 5 and 10 cluster in compare
merge method for the FilmTrust dataset. Fig. 2 and
Fig. 3 reports the results of different  values on the
proposed method over MAE and RC measure
respectively.

5.3. Result and Analysis
In this section, we present a series of experiments
on FilmTrust dataset to demonstrate the effectiveness
of our approach. Finally results for both view all user
and cold user are reported in the table1.
Table 1
The Mae And Rc Result Over The Filmtrust Dataset
Approach measured by MAE,RC
View
Measure

CF

Mole
Trust

Merge

MV based
on
Euclidean
distance

Fig. 2. the MAE in the view of Cold Users

All

MAE

0.703

0.771

0.708

0.7795

The result according to fig.2 shows that MAE

Users

RC (%)

%93.84

%30.38

%95.06

72.17%

MAE

0.744

0.819

0.768

0.7001

RC (%)

%39.64

%23.19

%54.28

%65.75

measure depend on the threshold value and based on
the proposed method according to 3, 5 and 10
clustering, performance to be better than merge
method. So multi-view clustering can be improved the
accuracy
of
cold
user
in
cluster-based
recommendation.

Cold
user

From the table 1 results, it can be conclude that for
cold user the proposed method outperformed than the
other methods. On the other hand, the result shows
that this method obtained the lower values in MAE
for all user view; moreover result also show that
merge method obtained the higher rate coverage from
this view.
5.4 performances for cold users
Whereas the main objective of this research
overcomes the accuracy and coverage of cold users,
therefore in this section we compare the proposed
method with merged method.
The parameter  is an important parameter that is
used as the threshold value and this parameter shows
of the proposed reliability measure. Therefore In this

Fig. 3. the RC in the view of Cold Users

The results coming from Fig. 3 show that when the
value of  increases, the value of the rating coverage
will be reduced. So it can be concluded that the lower
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value of  improving the coverage measure. On the
other hand, the higher value of threshold results
reducing the rating coverage (RC). Furthermore, in
comparison with merge method we obtain that
proposed method achieve best result; it confirms that
multi-view clustering to improve the coverage cold start

approaches. To sum up, the proposed method
effectively increase clustering-based methods by asset
of the combination view of trust information and
similarity.
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